Partner with DEKRA:
The Nationwide, ALI-Certified Lift Inspection Network You Can Trust

A global leader in safety, DEKRA offers
an unbiased perspective and the most
trustworthy lift inspections in the industry.

Unbeatable Benefits
Join forces with DEKRA to enjoy
the following advantages:

Lifts are often one of the most expensive and valuable tools in
your shop. It can be overwhelming to conduct annual
inspections to protect this investment, especially if you have
multiple locations. When you work with a non-ALI-certified

Unbiased inspections:
Because we don’t sell lifts, parts or
repairs, we’ll never try to upsell.

inspector or the same vendor for both inspection and repairs, it can lead to
a conflict of interest and higher repair costs.

Minimal downtime:
We catch issues others miss to keep
you up and running.

Ultimate Confidence
At DEKRA, our ALI-certified inspectors focus solely on lift inspections. We do
not sell parts or perform repairs. When you partner with DEKRA, you’ll
have confidence knowing the repairs we recommend are truly necessary.

Discover the DEKRA Difference

Decreased Costs:
With our expertise, many customers
see long-term repair costs decline.

Nationwide network:
DEKRA has certified inspectors
across North America.

DEKRA has been a trusted name in safety since 1925. Today, we employ
43,000 people in more than 56 countries, including the U.S. As partners
with the world’s largest auto manufacturers, we specialize in testing,
inspection and certification. Our mission is to drive safety at work, at home
and on the road.

Ready to partner with
a superior lift inspector?
Contact us today!
678-817-8258
liftsafety.na@dekra.com
www.dekra.us/liftinspections

Standardized Reporting:
Customers can easily track
and manage inspections for
multiple facilities.

We chose DEKRA because we wanted consistent and comprehensive annual
lift appraisals—not just a sticker. DEKRA’s solid data collection and scheduling
processes make it possible to manage this task for all our facilities.
– Domenick Colanero, Asbury Automotive Group

